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Abstract—Spectrum-Based Fault Localization (SBFL), in its
basic form, uses only local information about a program element’s
(such as a method’s) coverage to predict its faultiness, and rarely
is any additional (contextual) information leveraged about the
element itself, nor the test cases. As such an additional context,
in the presented approach, we rely on the frequency of the
investigated method occurring in call stack instances during the
course of executing the failing test cases. The basic intuition is
that if a method is called in many different contexts during a
failing test case, it will be more probable to be accountable for
the fault compared to other methods. We empirically evaluated
the fault localization capability of the approach compared to five
traditional SBFL techniques using the bug benchmark Defects4J.
We found that the new algorithms (i) find the location of bugs at
higher rank positions more often, (ii) can achieve 38%–52% rank
position improvement compared to the baseline algorithms with
statistical significance, and (iii) place more items at the top-10
positions of the suspiciousness ranking.
Index Terms—Spectrum-Based Fault Localization, Method
Call Frequency, Call Stacks, Testing, Debugging

I. I NTRODUCTION
Fault Localization (FL) is inevitable, and often a very
difficult and time consuming step during debugging, hence,
its importance in maintenance and evolution is unquestionable.
This paper deals with a class of automated FL methods, which
are based on the notion of the “program spectrum” [1], [2]
(Spectrum-Based Fault Localization–SBFL). Spectrum refers
to the statistical information about how the executed test
cases relate to program elements and what are their outcomes
(hence, also Statistical Fault Localization is a commonly used
term for these methods) [3]–[7].
Several types of spectra have been defined over the past
decades, but the most common approach is to use the socalled “hit-based” spectrum. This refers to the simple binary
information if a code element (e. g., statement or function
in a procedural, or method in an object-oriented context) is
covered during the execution of a test case or not. Using this
information, the basic intuition is that those code elements
are more suspicious to contain a fault that are exercised by
comparably more failing test cases than passing ones, while
non-suspicious elements are traversed mostly by passing tests.
Dedicated formulas are used to calculate the suspiciousness
levels, which in turn rank the code elements to provide a
debugging aid to the developer.
The traditional hit-based methods are generally seen as providing modest performance in terms of ranking precision [8]–
[11], but other issues have also been identified [6], [12]–[14],

which contributes to the fact that automated fault localization
is still ignored by industry for the most part. Consequently,
researchers proposed different approaches that go beyond the
hit-based spectrum and utilize other information available that
could help improve the overall ranking performance [15]–
[19].
However, it is quite intriguing that the most straightforward
extension of the hit-based spectrum, the count-based one is
rarely investigated. Some early results have been published
by Harrold et al [20], [21], but more recently Abreu et
al. [22] concluded that counts do not provide additional value
compared to hits. There might be several reasons to this
phenomenon, but a popular explanation is that many times
repeating program elements during execution (due to loops)
may lead to unwanted distortion in the test case statistics.
In this paper, we propose a method to improve hit-based
spectra using a more advanced count-based approach. In particular, we do not count all occurrences of a program element
during execution but only those that occur in unique call contexts. Our algorithm is at method-level granularity, meaning
that the basic program element considered for fault localization
is a function or a method. As a call context, we rely on call
stack instances. In particular, we build on observing the unique
deepest call stack instances upon executing a test case, and
count the occurrences of methods in these (hence we refer
to the approach as Call Frequency-Based Fault Localization).
This way, repeating patterns of method invocations due to, e.g.,
loops are excluded and only the relevant call context patterns
are considered.
We applied this approach on five traditional hit-based SBFL
formulas by replacing their crucial element, the numerator, and
empirically investigated if it brings improvement to the base
algorithms’ performance. We found that, for all but one formulas, this modification gained statistically significant improvement in the average rank position of the faulty method in the
range 38%–52%. Other improvement measures also showed
that call frequency-based formulas can notably enhance hitbased SBFL, such as in the number of best ranking positions
and high-rank position improvements. A surprising result is
that one of the base formulas that is traditionally seen as one
of the best ones, Ochiai [23] did not improve with this new
information, but a usually less successful one, Jaccard [24],
produced such great improvements that it outperformed all the
other candidates on all subjects and in all measurements.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we introduce our novel approach building on
traditional methods. Section III contains the description of our
empirical evalution with results in Section IV. This is followed
by a discussion in Section V, overview of related work in
Section VI, and conclusions in Section VII.
II. C ALL F REQUENCY-BASED FAULT L OCALIZATION
A LGORITHMS
This paper deals with method-level granularity for the analysis, which means that the basic element for localizing a fault
is a function or method of a class. It is a higher granularity than
the currently prevalent statement level approach, but for our
purposes it has at least two advantages. First, we may define
a more global contextual information about the investigated
program element, and it is scalable to large programs and
executions. Furthermore, there are some views that methodlevel is a better granularity for the users as well [23], [25].
The traditional hit-based SBFL methods rely purely on
local information about a program element’s (in our case,
a method’s) coverage by the test cases, and no additional
(contextual) information is leveraged about the element itself,
nor the test cases. In this paper, we use as an additional
context the frequency of the investigated method occurring in
call stack instances during the course of executing the failing
test cases. The basic intuition is that if a method is called in
many different contexts during a failing test case, it will be
more probable to be accountable for the fault compared to
other methods. However, we do not use the simple count of
method calls because it has been shown that a simple countbased modification does not bring additional value to the fault
localization process [22].
In this section, we first overview the basic hit-based SBFL
approach together with a selection of well-known formulas,
which we chose so that they are the most appropriate for
our extension. Then, we introduce our call-frequency based
method which replaces certain parts of the traditional formulas
by adding this new contextual information.
We will use a running example throughout this section
which is shown in Figures 1 and 2 (method (g) contains the
bug). It is an adapted version of the example from [26] with
added features to illustrate the benefits of the call frequencies.

1 public class Example{
2 private int _x = 0;
3 private int _s = 0;
4 public int x() {return _x;}
5
6 public void a(int i){
7
_s = 0;
8
if (i==0) return;
9
if (i<0)
10
for (int y=0;y<=4;y++)
11
f(i);
12
else
13
g(i);
14 }
15
16 public void b(int i){
17
_s = 1;
18
if (i==0) return;
19
if (i<0)
20
a(Math.abs(i));
21
else
22
for (int y=0;y<=1;y++)
23
g(i);
24 }
25
26 private void f(int i){
27
_x -= i;
28 }
29
30 private void g(int i){
31
_x += (i+_s); //should be _x += i;
32 }
33 }

Fig. 1: Running example – program
1 public class ExampleTest {
2 @Test public void t1() {
3 Example tester = new Example();
4 tester.a(-1);
5 tester.a(1);
6 tester.b(1);
7 assertEquals(9, tester.x()); // failed -> 8
8 }
9
10 @Test public void t2() {
11 Example tester = new Example();
12 tester.a(1);
13 tester.b(1);
14 assertEquals(4, tester.x()); // failed -> 3
15 }
16
17 @Test public void t3() {
18 Example tester = new Example();
19 tester.a(1);
20 tester.b(0);
21 assertEquals(1, tester.x());
22 }
23
24 @Test public void t4() {
25 Example tester = new Example();
26 tester.a(-1);
27 tester.a(1);
28 tester.b(-1);
29 assertEquals(7, tester.x());
30 }
31 }

Fig. 2: Running example – test cases

A. Hit-Based Methods
Hit-based SBFL uses a binary coverage matrix (H) and a
test results vector (R) as the basic data structures to calculate
the suspiciousness scores for program elements [24], [27].
In the coverage matrix, the rows represent the tests and the
columns are the program elements, methods in our case. The
value of an element in the matrix is 1 or 0, depending on
whether the method is covered by the test or not, respectively
(denoted by ht,m ∈ {0, 1}, where m ∈ methods and t ∈ tests).
An element in the results vector is 0 if the given test passed,
otherwise it is 1 (rt,m ∈ {0, 1}).
In our example, {a, b, f, g} is the set of program elements
(methods), and {t1, t2, t3, t4} are the test cases, with the
resulting coverage matrix and results vector shown in Table I.

All basic hit-based SBFL formulas rely on four fundamental
statistics that are calculated from the spectrum. For each
element m, the following sets are obtained, whose cardinalities
are then used in the formulas:
a) mep : set of passed tests covered by m
b) mef : set of failed tests covered by m
c) mnf : set of failed tests not covered by m
d) mnp : set of passed tests not covered by m
The four basic statistics for the methods in our example are
also presented in Table I.
There is a plethora of different formulas proposed by
researchers using these basic statistics (good summaries can be

hit matrix
a
b f
g

frequency matrix
a
b f
g

results

coverage

t1
t2
t3
t4

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
0
0
1

1
1
1
1

2
1
1
3

1
1
0
0

basic statistics

TABLE I: Coverage hit spectrum (with four basic statistics)
and frequency spectrum

ef
ep
nf
np

2
2
0
0

2
2
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
0
0

1
1
1
1

1
0
0
1

2
2
1
2

found in [28], [29]). Moreover, some researchers experimented
with automatically deriving new formulas [30], [31]. For this
paper, we selected five well-known formulas to experiment
with, which are shown in Table II. As one can notice, all of the
chosen formulas share a common property that their numerator
is based on the same value, |mef |. In fact, all formulas rely
on this basic statistic in one way or the other since it is
very straightforward that the suspiciousness of a program
element is mostly affected by how many failing test cases are
going through it. The denominators use various approaches to
incorporate the non-suspicious cases, hence reduce the scores,
typically by using mep in some arithmetic combination with
the other metrics. The fact that all these formulas share the
same numerator will enable us to propose a common way
of extending them using our call frequency counts, and their
straightforward comparison in the experimental study.
TABLE II: Hit-based SBFL formulas
Barinel (B ) [32]:

|mef |
,
|mef | + |mep |

Jaccard (J ) [24]:

|mef |
,
|mef | + |mnf | + |mep |

Ochiai (O) [24]:

|mef |
p
,
(|mef | + |mnf |) · (|mef | + |mep |)

Russell-Rao (R) [29]:

|mef |
,
|mef | + |mnf | + |mep | + |mnp |

S ørensen-Dice (S ) [33]:

2 · |mef |
,
2 · |mef | + |mnf | + |mep |

The corresponding suspiciousness scores for each method
in our example and for each formula are shown in the upper
part of Table IV. As can be seen, the buggy method (g) is
hardly distinguishable from the other methods based on the
suspiciousness scores. Method f would be at the last place
in the suspiciousness list based on almost all metrics, except
Barinel . Hence, a programmer could rule this method out
during debugging. As for the other three remaining methods,
there would be a tie in the ranking.

B. Proposed Technique
Our idea to add contextual information to the simple hitbased FL formulas is to incorporate how often a specific
method has been called (directly or indirectly) and in which
context from the test cases. A naı̈ve technique to incorporate
such a call frequency would be to count the number of
invocations of the methods while executing a test case. This
would correspond to the simple count-based SBFL. However,
it is easy to see that with this approach, in a situation where a
method is called directly or indirectly from a loop, it will be
counted potentially many times. If this call belongs to a failing
test case, then it will unnecessarily raise the suspiciousness
score of the affected non-faulty methods, which could cause
that the actually faulty elements (that are executed less times)
remain hidden.
This can be seen in the example in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 where
method f was called five times by t1 (failed test) in a for loop,
as opposed to g (faulty method), which was called four times
in total by the two (t1 and t2) failed tests. This is illustrated
with t1 and its Call Tree in the upper part of Figure 3. Higher
execution count of a non-faulty method f compared to the
faulty g would result in a simple count-based SBFL approach
to miss successfully locating g.
Instead, in our approach we rely on method call stack traces,
and their different snapshots during the execution of a test
case. Call stack traces are artifacts occurring during program
execution which are well-known to programmers who perform
debugging, and can show, for instance, that a method may fail
if called from one place and perform successfully when called
from another. There is empirical evidence that stack traces help
developers fix bugs [34]. Furthermore, Zou et al. [23] showed
that stack traces can be used to locate crash-faults.
In particular, we extract unique deepest call stacks – UDCSs, which means that we build a particular instance of a
call stack snapshot until additional methods are transitively
called, and stop when a method returns. This way, repeated
invocations of methods from the same calling context (due to
loops) will not induce new call stack instances. UDCS is a
very similar concept to call chains introduced by Beszédes
et al. [26]. Similar concepts have been explored by other
researchers as well [22], [35], [36], however not in this detail
and not with these applications in focus.
We define UDCS more precisely as follows. Let M be the
set of methods in a program P , and T a set of test cases used
to test P . Then, a unique deepest call stack c is a sequence
of methods m1 → m2 → · · · → mn (mi ∈ M ), which occur
during the execution of some test case t ∈ T , and for which:
• m1 is the entry point called by t,
• each mi directly calls mi+1 (0 < i < n), and
• mn returns without calling further methods in that sequence (we call such a method stack-terminating).
UDCS-s provide an opportunity to use coverage not only
as “hit/no hit” data but to compute the frequency of methods
occurring in such stacks and use this number in the SBFL
formulas instead of the basic statistics introduced earlier. More

precisely, for a method m under investigation, we calculate the
sum of its frequencies occurring in different UDCS-s generated
by the relevant test cases. In particular, if we summarize
these frequencies for each failing test case, we can get a
substitute for mef , which is, in a sense, its weighted version
that incorporates the desired context of method calls.
Figure 3 shows the UDCS-s generated by test case t1 in our
example: three method-calls are made directly from the test,
method a is called twice and b is called once. The frequencies
in the resulting unique deepest call stacks will provide the
basis for the new approach: Table I shows the summarized call
frequencies in the UDCS-s for each method in the example.

in Table IV. As can be seen, the buggy method (g) has
higher suspiciousness scores using the call frequency-based
SBFL technique, which can be attributed to the corresponding
C(mef ) values that weigh the candidate code elements as
expected. In other words, the extra information execution
stack traces carry helped to better rank the buggy element.
Both failing and passing test cases contained methods that
eventually called the buggy method. But call stack traces also
captured the different call contexts, i.e., the call sequences
leading to either failing or passing cases, and since the buggy
method occurred multiple times in call stacks of failing tests,
this resulted in more successful localization.

frequency-based
scores

hit-based
scores

TABLE IV: Hit-based and call frequency-based SBFL scores

Fig. 3: Call tree and unique deepest call stacks (UDCS)
We will refer to this spectrum as the call frequency spectrum
and denote the matrix as C (the results vector remains R). As
can be seen, the result is similar to the corresponding binary
coverage matrix: if there is 0 in a hit-matrix position, it will
be 0 in the count-matrix as well, but the latter can contain not
only 1 but integer values as well.
Now, we can introduce our new SBFL formulas based
on the above as follows. Our approach is basically very
simple: we substitute the value |mef | in the numerator of each
technique presented in Section II-A with the counts introduced
above. More precisely, we will use the notation C(mef ) for
this quantity and define it as follows (for clarity, we omit the
code element m from the formulas for which the score is
computed):
X
C(mef ) =
cm,t ,
t∈mef

where cm,t is an element in C. The modified formulas are
shown in Table III.
TABLE III: Call frequency-based SBFL formulas
BC :

C(mef )
|mef | + |mep |

JC:

C(mef )
|mef | + |mnf | + |mep |

C(mef )
OC : p
(|mef | + |mnf |) · (|mef | + |mep |)
RC :

C(mef )
|mef | + |mnf | + |mep | + |mnp |

SC :

2 · C(mef )
2 · |mef | + |mnf | + |mep |

C(mef ) values and the suspiciousness scores computed for
our example program with the modified formulas are shown

a

b

f

g

Barinel
Jaccard
Ochiai
Russell-Rao
S ørensen-Dice

0.500
0.500
0.707
0.500
0.667

0.500
0.500
0.707
0.500
0.667

0.500
0.333
0.500
0.250
0.500

0.500
0.500
0.707
0.500
0.667

C(mef )

3

2

1

4

0.750
0.750
1.061
0.750
1.000

0.500
0.500
0.707
0.500
0.667

0.500
0.333
0.500
0.250
0.500

1.000
1.000
1.414
1.000
1.333

C

Barinel
Jaccard C
Ochiai C
Russell-Rao C
S ørensen-Dice C

III. E MPIRICAL E VALUATION
The main goal of empirically evaluating the proposed approach was to compare the new algorithms’ fault localization
effectiveness compared to their traditional hit-based counterparts. Also, we were interested in finding out which of the
traditional SBFL formulas are best fitted to be extended with
call frequency information. In this section, we overview the
main parameters of the experiments: the benchmark used,
the evaluation measures, and we also formulate the research
questions more precisely.
A. Subject Programs
We implemented our approach for analyzing Java programs,
and for the evaluation we selected Defects4J (v1.5.0),1 a
widely used collection of Java programs and curated bugs
in FL research. This benchmark contains six open source
Java projects with manually validated, non-trivial real bugs.
To extract test results and stack-trace information from these
projects on per-test level, we extended Defects4J’s measurement framework with a Java Agent-based tool. This includes
an online (on-the-fly) bytecode instrumentation tool, which we
used to collect UDCS-s during test execution.
The original dataset contains 438 bugs, however, there
were cases which we had to exclude from the study due to
instrumentation errors or unreliable test results. A total of 411
defects were included in the final dataset. Table V shows each
project and their main properties. The last column includes
the statistics about the UDCS-s generated by the test cases.
1 https://github.com/rjust/defects4j/tree/v1.5.0

TABLE V: Subject programs

TABLE VI: Ranks of the example program

Program

Number
of bugs

Size
(KLOC)

Number
of tests

Number
of methods

Number of unique
deepest call stacks

Chart
Closure
Lang
Math
Mockito
Time

25
168
61
104
27
26

96
91
22
84
11
28

2.2k
7.9k
2.3k
4.4k
1.3k
4.0k

5.2k
8.4k
2.4k
6.4k
1.4k
3.6k

122k
889k
6k
228k
11k
150k

B. Evaluation of Effectiveness
Comparing the effectiveness of SBFL algorithms means
comparing the suspiciousness ranking lists, and how successfully they approximate the actually faulty code element.
An algorithm is successful in locating the fault if the faulty
element is at or near the first position in the rank list. But, in
order to be able to compare the results of the algorithms their
outputs need to be compatible. Because the suspiciousness
score values are not necessarily produced in the same interval
by the different formulas, their relative position in the ranking
list is used instead.
The position (rank) of the faulty method gives a good
approximation of effectiveness because it indicates how many
methods developers or testers need to examine before finding
the bug. However, there are different ways to compare the
ranking lists, and various research reports prefer one or the
other. In this paper, we followed several different approaches
used earlier and also employed new ones. Thus, we believe
this thorough evaluation can highlight all the different aspects
of how successful each of the alorithms are in localizing faults.
A particular issue to handle are ties, that is, cases when two
or more elements share the same score. Essentially, there are
three ways to determine the ranks of such elements [37]: (i) the
average of the ranks of the faulty methods, (ii) the minimum
of the ranks, or (iii) the their maximum. In each case, the same
value is assigned to all elements with the tied values.
We used the average rank approach in our research. If there
are multiple bugs for a program version, we will use the
highest rank of buggy methods. Formula 1 shows the absolute
average rank calculation [24], where i and f are methods, the
latter being the faulty one, while si and sf are the respective
suspiciousness score values.
|{i|si > sf }| + |{i|si ≥ sf }| + 1
(1)
2
The relative average rank (Formula 2) specifies how much
of the entire method set needs to be examined before finding
the bug.
E=

E−1
E =
· 100 [%] , N is the number of methods (2)
N
Both absolute and relative measures are often used in FL
literature, and they have their benefits and drawbacks, hence
we will use both of them. Table VI shows the average ranks
of the example program for the hit-based and for the call
frequency-based algorithms.
Using the average rank position, we can compare the
algorithms by following our first two Research Questions:
0

alg.

E (E 0 )
a

b

f

g (the bug)

B
BC

2.5 (37.5%)
2.0 (20.0%)

2.5 (37.5%)
3.5 (62.5%)

2.5 (37.5%)
3.5 (62.5%)

2.5 (37.5%)
1.0 (0%)

J
JC

2.0 (20.0%)
2.0 (20.0%)

2.0 (20.0%)
3.0 (50.0%)

4.0 (75.0%)
4.0 (75.0%)

2.0 (20.0%)
1.0 (0%)

O
OC

2.0 (20.0%)
2.0 (20.0%)

2.0 (20.0%)
3.0 (50.0%)

4.0 (75.0%)
4.0 (75.0%)

2.0 (20.0%)
1.0 (0%)

R
RC

2.0 (20.0%)
2.0 (20.0%)

2.0 (20.0%)
3.0 (50.0%)

4.0 (75.0%)
4.0 (75.0%)

2.0 (20.0%)
1.0 (0%)

S
SC

2.0 (20.0%)
2.0 (20.0%)

2.0 (20.0%)
3.0 (50.0%)

4.0 (75.0%)
4.0 (75.0%)

2.0 (20.0%)
1.0 (0%)

RQ1 In how many cases does the new, call frequency-based
SBFL approach give lower/equal/higher ranks than its hitbased counterpart?
RQ2 How do the absolute and relative average rank positions compare in the two sets of algorithms?
Several studies report that developers investigate only first
5 or first 10 elements in the recommendation (rank-)list
by fault localization algorithms before giving up using the
ranking [10], [14]. Therefore, we distinguished between bugs
where the minimum of faulty methods rank is equal to 1 (Top1), it is less or equal to three (Top-3), less or equal to five
(Top-5), less or equal to ten (Top-10), and when it is over ten
(Other), commonly referred to as Top-N [11].
With this in mind, we compare the techniques using the
following Research Questions:
RQ3 What proportion of faulty methods are among the most
suspicious elements? That is, what is the number of buggy
methods that are among the 1, 3, 5 and 10 most suspicious
methods?
RQ4 What improvement can be achieved when the hit-based
methods assign the bugs with very bad ranks, beyond 10 (the
Other category), but call frequency-based SBFL classifies
them in one of the higher categories? We call these cases
enabling improvements [26].
Finally, besides comparing the pairs of SBFL formulas
to each other, using the same measurement data, we can
investigate which of the new frequency-based SBFL formulas
perform best compared to the others, which can tell us what
formulas are best fitted to be extended with call frequency
information:
RQ5 Is there a call frequency-based SBFL formula that can
be seen as a clear winner among all the others?
IV. R ESULTS
In this section, we present the results of our evaluation
according to the measures described in Section III-B. This
will enable a quantitative comparisons and objective judgments
of the proposed algorithms in terms of fault localization
effectiveness.

A simple comparison is to look at how many times the call
freqency-based algorithms improve effectiveness, that is, they
result in a higher rank (closer to 1) than their traditional hitbased counterparts, and how many times are the ranks lower
or equal (RQ1). Such a comparison of each algorithm pair is
shown in Table VII (counts and percentages with respect to
all bugs).
The ‘lose’ row represents the number (percentage) of bugs
for which the corresponding call frequency-based algorithm
resulted in worse ranks. The ‘draw’ rows show the cases where
the two ranks were equal, while the ‘win’ rows reveal how
many times the new approach performed better. ‘not-win’ and
‘not-lose’ are values derived from the above three numbers by
incorporating the ‘draw’ cases, correspondingly.
TABLE VII: Number (and percent) of times call frequencybased methods outperformed hit-based ones
B

J

O

R

S

..lose
..draw
..win

135 (32.8%)
89 (21.7%)
187 (45.5%)

137 (33.3%)
90 (21.9%)
184 (44.8%)

181 (44.0%)
74 (18.0%)
156 (38.0%)

77 (18.7%)
39 ( 9.5%)
295 (71.8%)

137 (33.3%)
89 (21.7%)
185 (45.0%)

..not-win
..not-lose

224 (54.5%)
276 (67.2%)

227 (55.2%)
274 (66.7%)

255 (62.0%)
230 (56.0%)

116 (28.2%)
334 (82.3%)

226 (55.0%)
274 (66.7%)

It can be seen from this data that in all cases the improvement was notable except for one algorithm, when testhit performed better than call frequency (for Ochiai : 44% vs.
38%). However, when taking into account the equal cases,
Ochiai is not worse either with 44.0% lost cases compared to
56.0% better or equal. This performance improvement is the
highest for Russell -Rao: 18.7% vs. 71.8%.
RQ1: Overall, from the five new algorithms, all produced
at least the same ranking or higher in more cases than the
opposite. In four cases, the new algorithms are at least as
good as their traditional counterparts for more than twothirds of the bugs.
The next set of experiments dealt with the average ranks the
new algorithms produced (RQ2). The upper part of Table VIII
shows, for each project, new and old algorithm, the arithmetic
means of the absolute average rank (E) values (the best results
are highlighted in bold) as defined in the previous section. It
can be seen that in only one case (for subject Chart) was
one of the hit-based algorithms (Ochiai ) better performing
than any of the call frequency-based ones. By comparing the
corresponding hit-based vs. call frequency-based formulas, it
is obvious that in the majority of the cases, the new approach
outperforms the traditional one. Except Ochiai , all algorithms
consistently produce better average ranks. In the case of this
algorithm, subject Closure makes the overall results worse, so
by ignoring this project (which seems to be an outlier anyway
with its very low overall ranks) it will be similar to the others.
The overall statistics can be seen in the last two rows: for all
subjects and excluding Closure.
Table VIII also shows that, overall, Jaccard C performed
best: on 3 projects and the full bug data set this method
placed the faulty methods at the highest ranks. This was

followed by Barinel C , with the best results in two projects,
and Ochiai C and S ørensen-Dice C , with one each. The
Russell -Rao-based algorithm produced mixed results: it managed to improve relative to base algorithm, but compared to
the rest it was relatively poorly performing.
To determine if the differences we found are statistically
significant, we used Wilcoxon signed-rank [38], which examines whether two related paired ranks come from the same
distribution or not. This provided an answer to the question of
whether there is a significant difference between the results of
the algorithms (at threshold 0.05): if p-value is less than 0.05,
then we can say that there is a significant difference between
the results of two algorithms.
Next to the average values, we show the corresponding
p-value in Table VIII. The call frequency-based approach
produced statistically significant improvement in altogether
16 cases, while there were two cases (Ochiai on Closure
and Chart), where the difference was significant but in the
opposite direction. By more carefully observing the cases
where p-value was higher than 0.05, we can conclude that
these results could probably be attributed to the fact that the
corresponding subjects included too few bugs for the sample
size to be large enough. An important result is, however, that
taking into account the full dataset, all new approaches except
Ochiai achieved statistically significant improvement.
In Table VIII, we present some additional statistics about
this data: a) max: the lowest rank, b) median: this value is
the rank in the middle of the ordered results (compared to
the average, this has the positive feature that it is much less
sensitive to outlier values).
The highest ranks (values of min) are the same for all
algorithms, 1, but the other metrics are different. For each algorithm, the maximum values among the results obtained with
the call frequency-based method is consistently better than
the highest rank obtained with the hit-based algorithm (row
’Max.’ in Table VIII), i.e. the call frequency-based algorithm
produces less extreme ranks. The results are different in terms
of the median values. This relationship is aligned with the
relation of the averages, i.e., in all cases except Ochiai , the call
frequency-based method achieves a lower median (exluding
Closure does not change the result here).
This set of data can further be analyzed with the help of
Table IX. Here, we also presented the relative average ranks
(E 0 ), as well as the relative change between the hit-based
and call frequency-based algorithm variants. The difference
is shown as a simple difference between the two algorithm
variants both for E and E 0 , and also as a relative change
compared to the traditional hit-based algorithm. If this value
is negative, it means that we could achieve improvement with
our new algorithms, and these results are highlighted in bold.
Data is presented per subject program and also for the whole
benchmark as well in the last column.
It can be seen that call frequency-based algorithms that
achieve an improved E can produce relative improvement
between 39% and 52%. It is interesting to note that on the
full bug data set, the new Ochiai variant performs worse

TABLE VIII: Average ranks, maximum and median of the ranks and p-value of Wilcoxon signed-rank test
B

BC

p-value

J

JC

p-value

O

OC

p-value

R

RC

p-value

S

SC

p-value

Chart
Closure
Lang
Math
Mockito
Time

15.94
76.35
5.18
10.20
26.09
19.77

13.18
46.75
3.83
6.04
17.15
8.31

0.984
0.083
0.011
0.000
0.742
0.077

9.46
77.68
4.55
10.08
26.06
19.67

11.80
46.84
3.75
6.00
17.15
8.19

0.211
0.050
0.095
0.000
0.753
0.075

8.82
69.63
4.46
10.32
25.87
18.38

14.32
75.98
3.56
6.18
23.44
8.88

0.027
0.011
0.310
0.000
0.213
0.357

50.36
338.66
5.46
21.45
81.81
55.46

21.18
163.82
3.92
9.23
49.89
16.98

0.000
0.000
0.020
0.000
0.064
0.000

9.46
77.68
4.55
10.08
26.06
19.67

12.72
47.17
3.62
6.03
17.26
8.19

0.083
0.059
0.089
0.000
0.732
0.068

all
all w/o Closure

38.50
12.32

23.66
7.70

0.000
0.000

38.51
11.43

23.58
7.51

0.001
0.000

35.13
11.28

36.12
8.57

0.096
0.112

156.61
30.76

75.52
14.47

0.000
0.000

38.51
11.43

23.77
7.60

0.001
0.001

Max.

927.5

523.0

927.5

520.0

927.5

653.5

1200.5

957.5

927.5

510.0

5.5
3.0

4.0
2.5

5.5
3.0

4.0
2.0

5.0
2.5

6.0
3.0

46.5
14.0

12.5
4.0

5.5
3.0

4.0
2.0

project

Median
Median w/o Closure

TABLE IX: Absolute and relative average rank improvements
Closure

Chart

Lang

Math

Mockito

Time

all

B -E (E’)
B C -E (E’)
Diff. E (E’)
Relative change

76.4
46.7
-29.7

(0.80%)
(0.49%)
(-0.31%)
-39%

15.9
13.2
-2.7

(0.15%)
(0.13%)
(-0.02%)
-17%

5.2
3.8
-1.4

(0.24%)
(0.17%)
(-0.07%)
-27%

10.2
6.0
-4.2

(0.20%)
(0.12%)
(-0.08%)
-41%

26.1
17.1
-9.0

(2.01%)
(1.32%)
(-0.69%)
-34%

19.8
8.3
-11.5

(0.47%)
(0.20%)
(-0.27%)
-58%

38.5
23.7
-14.8

(0.70%)
(0.43%)
(-0.27%)
-38%

J -E (E’)
J C -E (E’)
Diff. E (E’)
Relative change

77.7
46.8
-30.9

(0.81%)
(0.49%)
(-0.32%)
-40%

9.5
11.8
2.3

(0.09%)
(0.11%)
(0.02%)
24%

4.5
3.7
-0.8

(0.20%)
(0.17%)
(-0.03%)
-18%

10.1
6.0
-4.1

(0.19%)
(0.12%)
(-0.07%)
-41%

26.1
17.1
-9.0

(2.01%)
(1.32%)
(-0.69%)
-34%

19.7
8.2
-11.5

(0.47%)
(0.20%)
(-0.27%)
-58%

38.5
23.6
-14.9

(0.70%)
(0.43%)
(-0.27%)
-39%

O-E (E’)
O C -E (E’)
Diff. E (E’)
Relative change

69.6
76.0
6.4

(0.72%)
(0.79%)
(0.07%)
9%

8.8
14.3
5.5

(0.09%)
(0.14%)
(0.05%)
62%

4.5
3.6
-0.9

(0.20%)
(0.16%)
(-0.04%)
-20%

10.3
6.2
-4.1

(0.20%)
(0.12%)
(-0.08%)
-40%

25.9
23.4
-2.5

(1.99%)
(1.80%)
(-0.19%)
-10%

18.4
8.9
-9.5

(0.44%)
(0.21%)
(-0.23%)
-52%

35.1
36.1
1.0

(0.64%)
(0.66%)
(0.02%)
3%

R-E (E’)
R C -E (E’)
Diff. E (E’)
Relative change

338.7
163.8
-174.9

(3.53%)
(1.71%)
(-1.82%)
-52%

50.4
21.2
-29.2

(0.49%)
(0.21%)
(-0.28%)
-58%

5.5
3.9
-1.6

(0.25%)
(0.18%)
(-0.07%)
-29%

21.4
9.2
-12.2

(0.41%)
(0.18%)
(-0.23%)
-57%

81.8
49.9
-31.9

(6.29%)
(3.84%)
(-2.45%)
-39%

55.5
17.0
-38.5

(1.32%)
(0.4%)
(-0.92%)
-69%

156.6
75.5
-81.1

(2.85%)
(1.37%)
(-1.48%)
-52%

S -E (E’)
S C -E (E’)
Diff. E (E’)
Relative change

77.7
47.2
-30.5

(0.81%)
(0.49%)
(-0.32%)
-39%

9.5
12.7
3.2

(0.09%)
(0.12%)
(0.03%)
34%

4.5
3.6
-0.9

(0.20%)
(0.16%)
(-0.04%)
-20%

10.1
6.0
-4.1

(0.19%)
(0.12%)
(-0.07%)
-41%

26.1
17.3
-8.8

(2.01%)
(1.33%)
(-0.68%)
-34%

19.7
8.2
-11.5

(0.47%)
(0.20%
(-0.27%)
-58%

38.5
23.8
-14.7

(0.70%)
(0.43%)
(-0.27%)
-38%

than the hit-based formulas, but looking at the per project
data individually, we can observe that the traditional methods
achieve better ranks in only two of the six projects (Closure
and Chart). However, as these two projects contain almost half
of the bugs in the benchmark (47%) these can significantly
affect the aggregate result.
As an aggregate statistics, we can conclude that out of
a possible 35 project-algorithm pairs (5 algorithms times 6
projects and one aggregated set), there was a total of 5 cases
where the call frequency-based algorithm did not achieve some
improvement in the average ranks, which is only 14.3% of the
possible scenarios.
By comparing these results to those that we obtained for
RQ1 reveals an interesting insight. Despite some of the new
algorithms managed to outperform the original ones many
times and consistently to a large extent (Russell -Rao, for
instance), the improved version could still not outperform
some other algorithms. This was because the base version of
such algorithms performed very badly in the first place.
RQ2: For all but one subject, some of the proposed call
frequency-based algorithms achieved the best relative average rank. Of the new algorithms, Jaccard C performed the
best overall, producing the lowest rank average on half of
the subjects and on the full data set as well. In 81% of the
algorithm-project pairs, the approach using call frequencies
gave better results, of which Barinel C stands out because
it achieved a lower rank than Barinel in all cases.

Looking at the average ranks has its drawbacks. First,
outliers could distort the overall information on the performance of our algorithm, as we have seen with the subject
Closure. Second, it can tell us nothing about the distribution
of the different rank values, and how do they change from the
traditional to the new algorithm. We believe that not all (absolute) rank positions are equally important, as we discussed
in Section III-B. Hence, in the next set of experiments we
will concentrate on the Top-N findings (RQ3). In Table X,
we can see the number of bugs belonging to the corresponding
Top-N categories (with their percentages), accumulated for the
whole benchmark, for each hit-based and call frequency-based
algorithm. The best values for each category are highlighted
in bold.
TABLE X: Top-N (count and percent)
Top-1 (%)

Top-3(%)

Top-5(%)

Top-10(%)

Other(%)

B
BC

65 (15.82%)
74 (18.00%)

165 (40.15%)
179 (43.55%)

201 (48.91%)
222 (54.01%)

248 (60.34%)
269 (65.45%)

163 (39.66%)
142 (34.55%)

J
JC

66 (16.06%)
77 (18.73%)

168 (40.88%)
185 (45.01%)

203 (49.39%)
223 (54.26%)

250 (60.83%)
269 (65.45%)

161 (39.17%)
142 (34.55%)

O
OC

68 (16.55%)
70 (17.03%)

172 (41.85%)
162 (39.42%)

209 (50.85%)
191 (46.47%)

254 (61.80%)
245 (59.61%)

157 (38.20%)
166 (40.39%)

R
RC

10 (2.43%)
34 (8.27%)

57 (13.87%)
119 (28.95%)

72 (17.52%)
154 (37.47%)

110 (26.76%)
196 (47.69%)

301 (73.24%)
215 (52.31%)

S
SC

66 (16.06%)
77 (18.73%)

168 (40.88%)
183 (44.53%)

203 (49.39%)
221 (53.77%)

250 (60.83%)
266 (64.72%)

161 (39.17%)
145 (35.28%)

We can instantly observe that Jaccard C outperformed all
the rest in each of the categories, with two cases where

it produced the same results as with some of the other
call frequency-based approach (S ørensen-Dice C for Top1 and Barinel C for Top-10). Similarly to earlier findings,
only Ochiai C did not manage to outperform its hit-based
counterpart, except for Top-1.
RQ3: In each Top-N category, one of the call frequencybased approaches provided the best results overall: they
put the most buggy elements in these high rank categories
(Jaccard C and Barinel C performed specifically well in
this regard). Furthermore, four of them gave better results
in every category than their hit-based variants.
A particularly interesting case of the difference between the
hit-based and the call frequency-based results considering the
Top-N elements is when the traditional approach produces a
very high rank (Other category with rank > 10) while the
new algorithm moves this to a lower Top-N category. As this
brings a “new hope” that a bug could possibly be found by
the user with the new algorithm while it was very improbable
with the old, we call this these cases enabling improvements
(RQ4). Table XI summarizes such cases.
The second column shows the number of bugs where the
rank calculated by the hit-based algorithm was greater than
10. In the third column, we can see how many of these bugs
the call frequency-based algorithms classified in the Top-10
or better groups. The percentages in the 2nd and 3rd columns
were calculated with respect to the number of bugs in the
whole dataset. The last column shows the average difference
between the ranks in the enabling cases together with the
relative improvement compared to the original rank that was
calculated by the hit-based approach.
TABLE XI: Enabling improvements
test-hit
rank >10 (%)
B
J
O
R
S

vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.

BC
JC
OC
RC
SC

163
161
157
301
161

(39.7%)
(39.2%)
(38.2%)
(73.2%)
(39.2%)

Enabling
improv. (%)
51
50
50
91
49

(12.4%)
(12.2%)
(12.2%)
(22.1%)
(11.9%)

Relative
improv. (%)
-34.9
-34.9
-35.2
-58.7
-35.1

(-87.5%)
(-87.1%)
(-87.5%)
(-92.8%)
(-87.4%)

We can observe that each call frequency-based algorithm
achieves enabling improvements for at least 11% of the bugs.
In these cases the test-hit algorithm ranked the faulty method
in the other category, but the frequency-based algorithm managed to bring it forward into the Top-10 (or better) groups.
Considering the improvement of the actual ranks in these
cases, we can see that the frequency-based algorithms were
able to lower the ranks by about 34-59 positions, which
corresponds to a 87-93% relative improvement. Note that,
Russell -Rao C seems to be the best in this aspect, but since
Russell -Rao has the worst performance among other hit-based
algorithms there are twice as much bugs outside the Top-10 as
in the case of other algorithms. Overall, each algorithm was
able to achieve enabling improvements in about third of the
possible cases.

RQ4: Call frequency-based algorithms move more than 11%
of bugs in the total dataset from the “hopeless” category
of ranks > 10 to some of the higher rank positions that
are more probable to be actually useful for the users. The
improvement in rank value in such cases exceeded 87% for
all newly proposed algorithms.
TABLE XII: Global comparison of all algorithms
B

BC

J

JC

O

OC

R

RC

S

SC

↑

←
←

↑
↑
↑

↑
←
↑
←

↑
←
↑
←
←

←
←
←
←
←
←

←
←
←
←
←
←
↑

←
←
↑
←
←
←
↑
↑

↑
←
↑
←
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑

B
BC
J
JC
O
OC
R
RC
S
SC

←
↑
←
←
←
↑
↑
↑
←

↑
←
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑

←
←
←
↑
↑
↑
←

↑
↑
↑
↑
↑
↑

↑
↑
↑
↑
←

↑
↑
↑
←

←
←
←

←
←

←

better
worse

4
5

8
1

3
6

9
0

6
3

5
4

0
9

1
8

3
6

7
2

As a summarization of previous data, we compared all
algorithms – both the hit-based and call frequency-based ones
– with each other and examined how many times each method
results in a better (absolute) average rank than the others. This
comparison is included in Table XII. The arrows in this table
are used to denote which of the two corresponding algorithms
performed better, i.e., which achieved a better average rank
across the whole dataset. If the arrow points to the left then
the algorithm shown in the row is more efficient, and if it
points up the method in the column performed better. The last
two rows of the table summarize how many times a given
method proved to be better and worse than the others.
It can clearly be seen that Jaccard C is a clear winner among
all methods as it provided lower average ranks than any other.
It is followed by Barinel C and S ørensen-Dice C . The last
two call frequency-based formulas did not perform particularly
well: Ochiai was better than five other algorithms but was
superseded by the rest four, while Russell -Rao C was beaten
by almost all the other algorithms. The hit-based methods
follow after this set, which underlines that the new proposed
methods can generally provide notable improvements. Also,
each call frequency-based method outperforms its hit-based
counterpart, except Ochiai C .
When we compare the relative order of the algorithms
according to this set of data within their families (i.e., hit-based
ones and call frequency-based ones to each other), we can
reveal interesting insights. The traditional algorithms give the
following order starting with the most successful one: Ochiai ,
Barinel , Jaccard /S ørensen-Dice, Russell -Rao. Previous literature reported similar relationships between these techniques, e.g. [32]. On the other hand, the new approaches
generate this list: Jaccard C , Barinel C , S ørensen-Dice C ,
Ochiai C , Russell -Rao C , which is different than what would
be expected. An interesting finding is, for instance, that
Jaccard C made to the first position, and Ochiai C turned out

to be much worse than expected, while this algorithm being
constantly reported as one of the most successful ones among
the hit-based SBFL families.
RQ5: Of the new algorithms examined, three call
frequency-based approaches (Jaccard C , Barinel C and
S ørensen-Dice C ) stand out from the others in terms of
their average ranks, Jaccard C being the clear winner by
providing better results than all the others including the
hit-based approaches. Hence, these formulas seem to be
best fitted to benefit from call frequency information.
Contrary to what we expected, Ochiai C did not perform
well, while its hit-based version provides typically very
good results within its family of methods.
V. D ISCUSSION
A. An Example from the Benchmark
To understand how does the proposed approach achieve
such improvements, we manually analyzed several bugs from
the Defects4J dataset. One interesting case we looked at was
bug 103 from the Commons Math project [39], [40]. Figure 4
visualizes schematically the test-to-code relations of this bug.

Fig. 4: Methods and tests related to the Math-103 bug
There are 16 test cases in this scenario, from which 15 are
passing and one is failing. The Methods box contains those
methods that are covered by the failing test. They are arranged
vertically (top-to-bottom) based on their ranks and the faulty
method is marked in red. The Tests box encloses the failing
test (in red) and a placeholder for all passing tests, which
cover the same methods as the failing test. For the sake of
clarity, passing tests were aggregated into one node and only
the 5 most suspicious methods are shown. The weights on the
edges indicate |mef | and |mep | values, and C(mef ) values
are also shown in parentheses. For example, the method called
cumulativeProbability appears five times in the UDCS-s that
were collected during the execution of the failing test and it
was covered by 7 passing tests. Similarly, both printStackTrace
methods were found once in the UDCS-s generated by the
failing test, and they were covered by 2 passing tests.
In the case of the hit-based approach, Jaccard scores of
these methods (from 1st to 5th by rank) are 12 , 13 , 31 , 14
and 18 . Jaccard C scores are the same as Jaccard values,
except for the buggy method where the Jaccard C score is 58 .
(Other formulas produce different scores in this case but the
ranks are the same.) As can be seen, the traditional approach

emphasizes the exception handling parts of the code, which
are covered by the failing test, but otherwise unrelated to the
actual bug. However, the proposed formulas incorporate the
frequency values into their numerator, which emphasizes the
importance of the relationship between the failing tests and
a particular method. In case of this bug, testExtremeValues
calls cumulativeProbability directly repeatedly in a loop. Then,
cumulativeProbability calls several other utility methods to
calculate the probability. The loop is executed until the calculated probability reaches an extremely low or high value or an
exception is thrown. As a result, cumulativeProbability appears
5 times in 5 different UDCS-s, while other related methods
appear fewer times, hence the frequency-based approach can
distinguish cumulativeProbability based on the additional contextual information that is provided by the UDCS-s. Note that
a simple count-based algorithm would yield the same scores
for those methods that are called in the aforementioned loop.
B. Threats to Validity
A possible threat to validity of our empirical study is that
we had to exclude some parts of the Defects4J dataset, so this
could make it difficult to compare the results to other studies
employing the same benchmark. However, this affected only
27 bugs, which amounts to about 6% of the total bugs in the
original set. The reason was that we could not compute UDCSs for these cases due to technical limitations of the analysis.
This selection was in no ways influenced by the results of
the algorithms and the skipped bugs are distributed in the
benchmark approximately evenly, so we believe that this factor
can be considered minimal.
It is also a threat that we used only one benchmark that
includes programs written in one language, Java. However,
the bugs themselves are real and validated bugs and not
manually seeded or generated as is the case with many other
benchmarks used in FL research. Nevertheless, it would be
useful to examine the performance of the approach on other
data sets consisting of programs in other languages and other
types and quantity of defects. For example, it is not known
how would the approach perform in the presence of multiple
bugs.
To compare the effectiveness of the call frequency-based
approach, we selected a set of five SBFL formulas that share a
common property: their numerators are compatible. Our results
indicate that the proposed enhancement to the formulas can
result in improvements in almost all cases in this class of
algorithms. It is not known, however, if this concept could be
successfully applied to other types of SBFL formulas, which
is among our plans for future work.
Coarse granularity of analysis is a common criticism of
similar experiments. In the present phase of the research, we
relied on method-level granularity, and there are studies that
find that using the method-level is good enough to help users
identify the error [23], [25]. Currently, it is not known if the
concept could be successfully adapted to other granularities
such as statement. It remains future work to investigate this
aspect.

VI. R ELATED W ORK
A. Spectrum-based Fault Localization
Automated fault localization techniques have been around
for more than three decades. There have been several surveys
written [3], [4], [7], [41], and various empirical studies performed [6], [23], [27] to compare the effectiveness of various
methods. While there are other fault localization techniques
as well [18], [42]–[46], SBFL emerged into one of the main
approaches of Software Fault Localization.
Despite the immense literature, SBFL is still to find its way
to be used in practice [12], [13], [27]. Often the faulty element
is placed far from the top of the rank-list [10], and this way
the developer will refuse to use any help for localizing bugs.
Abreu et al. [24] made a study on how accurate the SBFL
approaches are. They found that the SBFL’s accuracy is highly
independent of the quality of test design.
B. Extending Hit-based Spectra
The basic constituent of SBFL is code coverage information.
The most universally used spectra are based on individual
statements or methods [47], [48], [49].
Harold et al. [20] proposed several other types of program
spectra, however, the hit-based approach remained the most
studied one. Abreu et al. [22] performed an empirical study
on the count spectra for Fault Localization using Barinel [27].
They compared it to classical SBFL algorithms, however it
did not improve the average ranks on real programs and bugs.
Classical SBFL algoritms are limited for locating faults
in loops. Shu et al. [50] improved the Tarantula metric by
extending it with counting the statement frequency. Likewise,
our method tackles the same issue but in a different manner.
Lee et al. [51] proposed a new approach that improves SBFL
by using frequency counts of test coverage. However, only
counting the statement frequency can lead to distortion in the
statistics. We use UDCS-s to mitigate this issue.
Laghari et al. [52] proposed a heuristic for SBFL using
call sequences to rank the classes. Their method can pinpoint
56% of the faulty classes of NanoXML in all test runs.
Their apporach filters out the repetitive method calls, which
is similar to our approach.
C. Call Stacks and Function Call Information
Not many studies investigated call stacks and function call
information in the context of fault localization. Beszédes
et al. [26] used the Ochiai formula and expanded it with
function call-chains context information. Function call chains
and UDCS-s are both based on dynamic call information,
but while it is expensive to compute call chains for large
programs, UDCS-s are cheaper, hence our approach has better
performance. Also, our method does not need expensive data
structures such as call-chain matrices.
Jiang et al. [53] used the stack trace to locate null pointer
exceptions more efficiently. Gong et al. [54] generate stack
traces to help localize crash faults. They were able to find
64% crashing faults in Firefox 3.6.

VII. C ONCLUSION
We proposed a new Spectrum-Based Fault Localization
concept that is based on method call frequency information.
We rely on the notion of Unique Deepest Call Stacks, data
structures that capture call stack state information occurring
on test case execution, and count the number of method occurrences within these structures. This is an advanced concept
over simple call counts, which eliminates the problem of very
large number of repetitions due to loops. With this information,
we modified five traditional hit-based SBFL formulas, and empirically verified how much we can improve fault localization
effectiveness on the Defects4J benchmark.
We achieved improvement in most cases: four of the five
algorithms resulted statistically significant relative improvements of rank position in the range from 38%–52%. The
remaining one (modified version of Ochiai ) showed only a
minimal deterioration on the full bug data set (3%), and this
was caused by some outlier data. Without it, this algorithm also
showed a relative improvement between 10%–52%. Of the
total of 10 formulas examined (5 original and 5 modified), the
top three best performing were call frequency-based, the best
being the enhanced Jaccard , whose average ranks were better
than all the other candidates’. The same algorithm showed
specifically large improvements in the highest rank positions as
well (top-1 to top-10), which is important in terms of practical
usability of SBFL in general. So, we can conclude that the
best candidates to benefit from call frequency information are
formulas Jaccard , Barinel and S ørensen-Dice.
We have several plans for future work. We would like to
verify the performance of the approach on statement-level
granularity, as well as with other SBFL formulas and on other
benchmarks. In particular, we would like to systematically
compare our approach to simple count-based methods and
analyze more deeply the reasons behind the improvements.
Also, our plan is to experiment with other parts of the
formulas, not just the numerators. Finally, we investigated only
one property of the call stacks, but we think that there might
be other interesting features of these structures that are worth
investigating to include them in the SBFL formulas.
To enable the reproduction of our experiments and additional analyses, we made the measurement framework and
the final results publicly available on GitHub [55] and
Figshare [56].
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